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Glorielle Panganiban and Jakob Schmietenknop use a round-bottom flask filled with water to form an
inverted image of a candle flame on a screen. The students were studying properties of light in the BIG Little
Science Centre at Bert Edwards Science and Technology School. Their teacher is Jennifer Ernst.

Inquiring Minds Ask! This is a new feature, in which members of the BIG Little Science Centre answer
questions that a curious youngster or interested adult might ask. (Feel free to send in your own query.)

Who Invented Bread? David McKinnon

Bubbles, Bubbles, Bubbles Jim Hebden

Why Is the Sky Blue? Gordon R. Gore
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Secondary Science Day Camps are being planned for grade 8 and 9 students in April. These
camps are sponsored by the Kamloops Foundation.
Invitational Science Day Camp #6 for elementary students will be on Friday May 15 2009.
Eight (8) of the 20 spots are already taken. Administrators or Teachers: If you wish to reserve
spots for your school, please e-mail Gordon Gore at grgore@telus.net. This camp is sponsored
by ASTTBC.
Next Directors’ Meeting is onWednesday May 20, 2009.
Summer Camps are being planned for July 6 to 10, July 20 to 24, and August 10 to 14.
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Approximately 52,000 visitors have
enjoyed visits to the

BIG Little Science Centre!

The BIG Little Science Centre is open
to the public at these times:
Thursday 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM
Friday 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM

Saturday 10:00 AM to 3:00 PM

On Saturdays, there is a special show or
activity at 1:00 PM.

CLOSED SUNDAYS and HOLIDAYS
Phone: 250 554 2572
E-mail Gord@blscs.org

Admission

Adults: $5.00
Children 6 to 16: $2.00

Under 6: Free
Family: $10.00

Annual Membership: $35.00

Summer Camps

July 6 to July 10
July 20 to July 24

August 10 to August 14

This Newsletter is received by approximately 470 readers.
Back issues of BIGScience can be viewed at

http://www.blscs.org/ClassMembers/Newsletters/
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In order to provide balanced nutrition, breakfast cereal companies frequently add extra iron to their product.
However, there is a problem with adding iron: your body requires the iron to be present in the form of iron ions

having a +2 electrical charge (chemists write this ion as Fe2+ where the symbol ‘Fe’ is an abbreviation coming
from the Latin word ‘ferrum’, meaning ‘iron’). Unfortunately, the cereal companies can’t just add a chemical

containing Fe2+ because Fe2+ is very unstable in air and quickly changes to Fe3+, which is completely useless to
your body – your body is quite picky! Cereal companies solve this problem by using a special chemical reactor

to produce Fe2+ ‘on the spot’: your stomach. That’s right, your stomach is a place where chemical reactions
occur, just like a chemist’s flasks and beakers. (In the future you should say “Thanks, I like my stomach”, the
next time someone calls you a ‘beaker’!)

The way cereal companies give you the Fe2+ you need is to put finely powdered iron metal in the
cereal. When this iron gets into your stomach, the hydrochloric acid in your stomach reacts with the iron metal

to produce Fe2+ and a little bit of hydrogen gas (not enough to make you burp). The Fe2+ is immediately
absorbed from your stomach and gets used by your body.

Now let’s do an experiment.

Look on the label of a breakfast cereal, and select one that lists as one of its ingredients reduced iron (which is
another name for iron metal). Cheerios�� is a good example. Here is how to ‘find the iron’:

1. Grind about one cup of the cereal into a fine powder, using a rolling pin or any suitable grinding device.

2. Pour a litre of water into a plastic or glass bowl. Stir the powdered cereal into the water for a minute or so.
(A blender might help here.)

3. Place a strong magnet in a plastic baggie. Move the magnet around inside the container of water and cereal
for a minute or two.

4. Carefully remove the baggie and magnet from the cereal-water mixture and carefully unwrap the baggie over
a white paper towel.

The plastic baggie will have small amounts of black powder on it. This black powder is pure iron
metal. Because the iron metal is very finely powdered, you don’t feel hard grit between your teeth when eating
the cereal, but now you know how to eat the right cereal and have a ‘magnetic personality’!
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No one knows who invented bread. In fact, it was probably independently invented or discovered many times and in
different prehistoric civilizations, by a gradual, complex, haphazard, and trial-and-error series of innovations and
discoveries. The process is not finished, either. Food scientists are still experimenting with wheat or other cereal grain
compositions, yeasts and various additives. There is something very appealing about the smell of fresh bread, although
perhaps that does not matter to many of the population who simply use bread as a vehicle for peanut butter and jelly.

There are many types of bread, too. Various nations and ethnic groups have their own particular preferences for
textures, sizes of loaves, baking styles etc.

Prehistoric man ate the seeds of many types of wild grains, and then, with the beginning of agriculture,
domesticated and began improving them. Very probably we can fix the dawn of many civilizations with the deliberate
sowing and cultivation of cereal grains, whether wheat, barley, rice or corn. Perhaps some time later it would have been
found that the ground grain, when mixed with water and baked, gave a palatable material that was easier to chew and
digest. This type of bread is usually baked as a thin sheet, and has only a few air holes so that it has a crunchy texture. It is
called ‘unleavened’. These unleavened products are still used extensively in diverse part of the world. One thinks of
Mexican tortillas, Scottish oatcakes, Indian bhakri and Jewish matzos. Even with our own access to bread various
unleavened products such as crackers have wide sales.

At some point too, it must have been discovered that flour/water mixtures, if left for a while, gave products that
expanded when baked, resulting in softer, spongier textures of the bread. The reason for this would have been unknown at
the times, but we now know that this is due to spores of yeast from the air getting mixed with the dough and starting
fermentation. Fermentation is where the microorganism breaks down some of the carbohydrate material (the starch in the
flour) into carbon dioxide, with varying amounts of water and ethanol, and on baking it is the expanding bubbles of the
carbon dioxide that give the lighter open texture that we expect in bread.

The effect of kneading, too, would have been discovered. The type of flour used is also important, as it should
contain gluten, a complex protein material that gives dough its elastic quality, especially when kneaded, and allows it to
stretch to retain the bubbles of carbon dioxide from fermentation. Part of the popularity of wheat flour for bread making is
that wheat has high gluten content, although other cereals also contain varying amounts. The carbon dioxide bubbles
cause the dough to rise and gives the baked product a light open texture.

At some point too, it would have been discovered that mixing a certain amount of old dough with the fresh
batches improved their baking qualities, and one did not have to rely on adventitious yeast spores from the air. The old
dough would have been a rich breeding ground for yeast to start the fermentation of the new batch. Essentially this is the
technique still used for sourdough bread. No doubt, too. it would have been noticed that certain lines of sourdough were
better at rising, or gave a superior flavour to the bread, and these would have been selected for future use.

At some point some prehistoric genius must have added the foam from the top of fermenting beer, known as
barm, to their bread dough, with a startling improvement in texture, due to the active beer yeast (Saccharomyces
cerevisae). This was probably prior to the use of hops for beer flavouring and long before the days of filtering and
pasteurizing. Nowadays beer making and bread making are tightly interwoven, as beer making is a major source of bread
yeast.

Actually, yeast is not absolutely needed for baking leavened bread. Baking powder can also be used as a carbon
dioxide source and thus a leavening agent, but the products have a different texture to those made with yeast. Irish soda
bread, cakes and scones are some examples.
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All sorts of things dissolve in water: solids, liquids and gases. Almost always, more of a solid or a liquid dissolves in
water as the temperature of the water increases. That is why sugar solutions (syrups) are heated – the sugar dissolves
more quickly and to a greater extent in hot water. Also, when tea leaves or coffee beans are used to make a nice cup of tea
or coffee, hot water is used because the tasty chemicals in the leaves and beans dissolve more in hot water. (There are a
few – very few - solids or liquids that are LESS soluble as temperature increases, but they are strange chemicals found
only in chemistry labs.)

The dissolving behaviour of gases is different from that of solids and liquids when the temperature is changed:
the warmer the water, the LESS a gas dissolves. This is true of all gases. One immediate result of this fact is seen in the
oceans: cold ocean water dissolves more oxygen and supports more life such as fish, seaweed, etc., whereas warm tropical
oceans contain much less dissolved oxygen and support fewer fish. (The cold Japanese ocean current, which laps up
against the breakwater at Victoria BC, is a skin diver’s paradise as a result of lush underwater growth resembling an
underwater jungle. By comparison, tropical oceans are like underwater deserts so that fish are easily seen and have to be
brightly coloured to warn away predators.)

So, what does all the above have to do with bubbles? Hmmm, first we need a ‘mini-lesson’ on how bubbles form.
WARNING: SCIENCE STUFF! If a dissolved gas has enough energy (because the temperature is warm enough), the gas
may escape from the liquid. The gas near the surface of the liquid simply leaves. But, if the gas is well below the surface,
escape is only possible when enough gas molecules can simultaneously separate themselves from the liquid molecules and
attach themselves to a tiny nucleation point (such as a speck of dust in the solution, or, more likely, tiny scratches and
imperfections on the sides and bottom of a drinking glass), until a tiny gas bubble forms. Now a problem arises: a gas
bubble only forms in a liquid when the pressure of gas pushing down on the top of the liquid is less than the pressure
inside the tiny gas bubble being formed. If the pressure above the liquid is too great, gas bubbles below the surface are
forced back into solution but if the pressure above the liquid is low enough, a bubble successfully forms and slowly rises
to the surface. Because there is less liquid pressing down on the bubble as it rises up through the liquid, the bubble
increases in size as it rises, eventually reaching the surface and escaping.

The manufacturers of soda pop add carbon dioxide gas at high pressures to what is essentially flavoured sweet
water (that costs them less than a penny per bottle – there is a HUGE profit in making pop!). Because of the high
pressures used, the carbon dioxide quickly dissolves in the water and the bottle or can is immediately sealed to prevent the
loss of gas. Because there is a large pressure of gas over the liquid in a sealed bottle, no bubbles can form and be seen
rising to the surface. If the can or bottle is cold, fewer bubbles of carbon dioxide are seen if the pop is poured into a glass
because the gas is more soluble in cold water, but bubbles nevertheless continue to form because of the low gas pressure
pushing down on the liquid surface. However, if the pop is at room temperature, or warmer, a great deal of bubbles are
seen when the pop is poured.

If pop is left overnight, eventually most of the ‘fizzy’ bubbles escape and the pop goes ‘flat’. This occurs even if a
‘fizz-keeper’ is placed in the top of an open (but not empty) bottle because fizz-keepers simply don’t work. They stopper
the bottle and some even pump in more gas, but they are still a waste of money. Why? Well, I haven’t mention one other
fact until now: in order to keep a gas from escaping from solution, the gas creating pressure above the liquid must be the
same type of gas that is escaping. [The gas above the liquid and the gas in solution are said to be in equilibrium because
as much gas enters the liquid from above as escapes from below.] So, if you want to prevent the carbon dioxide from
escaping (and keeping the pop ‘fizzy’), you have to pressurize the bottle with carbon dioxide gas (which fizz-keepers
don’t do): pumping in air doesn’t work because it contains almost no carbon dioxide. Too bad about the fizz-keeper not
working, but there is nothing that spoils a nice theory like a nasty fact. I guess the only way to avoid having flat pop is to
drink it up quickly.
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Marie Curie (1867-1934)
With her Husband, Pierre, She Discovered Polonium and Radium, Earning a Nobel Prize in

Chemistry and Later, on Her Own Earned a Nobel Prize in Physics as Well as Giving Birth

to Two Brilliant Daughters, One of Whom Also Earned a Nobel Prize in Chemistry.

Kip Anastasiou, Ph.D.

Marie Sklodovska was born to a family of schoolteachers of noble lineage fallen to near poverty. Her mother was
a headmistress of a private school for girls who died of consumption when Marie was 10. Her father was almost
too proud of his Polish ancestry and paid for his sentiments in a Poland subjugated under brutal Russian rule.

She graduated first from her gymnasium close to her 16th birthday, but still after five years, she was in a
serious depression over the death of her mother. Her concerned father sent her for a year long, no studies allowed
visit with relatives living in large country homes where she experienced the joys of country living on the wealthy
side.

It was a wild and wonderful year of carefree living, of eating very well, singing and dancing, often the night
away. The winter of sleigh parties travelled from manor house to manor house for dancing and singing at least until
dawn. And then there were the elaborate and even shockingly destructive practical jokes.

She returned home a very happy and slightly plump 17 year old. But home was crowded and Warsaw
noisy. Unfortunately, girls could not attend university in Poland. She and her sister Bronia wanted to enroll but she
had to think of the Sorbonne in Paris or elsewhere. They hatched a plan in which Marie would work as a governess
and support Bronia in Paris to become a doctor and then Bronia would support Marie in Paris for her studies. It
worked well and when Bronia was graduating, Marie travelled to Paris to begin her studies. She despaired at her
French, but it seemed to be good enough to win her first place at the end of most years of study. Bronia married
immediately, which apparently left Marie to struggle mainly on her own earning money tutoring and a generous
scholarship.

As she became well known for her ability, she was paid to investigate the magnetic properties of different
steels. She was working in a tiny hole in the wall at the Sorbonne, which was entirely inadequate. When she
expressed her frustration to a professor friend, he suggested that Pierre Curie at a nearby institute for chemistry
and physics might be able to find more adequate space. Well, he was youngish, brilliant and married to his science
in which he had achieved international recognition from, among others, Lord Kelvin who was a correspondent and
admirer. Pierre did find her some more spacious if poorly heated room in a lean to, but it filled the bill. Their
relationship began on a purely scientific basis. Curie, almost monk like in his relationship with women (at 20, his
betrothed had died just before marriage), had defended his lack of action in this department by saying that he was
waiting for a woman of genius to come along. He soon realized that Marie Sklodovska was a genius and a good-
looking one as well.

They took about a year for their relationship to warm to love, both seeming more interested in science
than courting. They found that they really enjoyed working together at scientific pursuits. Love came as an add-on,
but what a wonderful love it was. Both remained deliriously happy in love and colossally happy with each other
doing intense and dangerous science for their 11 years of marriage.

Wilhelm Roentgen, a Bavarian scientist, had been working with a discharge tube and noticed that a
fluorescent card that happened to be on the bench began to glow a soft green light. When he turned the tube off,
the glow stopped, obviously the tube was causing an effect at a distance. When he placed a pack of cards between
the tube and the fluorescent paper, it still glowed. He then placed his hand between the tube and the card. To his
amazement, he observed an image of the bones of his hands. Having no idea what these could be, he called them X-
rays. It was the well-established French scientist Henri Becquerel who decided to solve the mystery of these
emissions. (Marie took her doctorate under him.) He had noticed a similar glowing in uranium salts among
chemicals in his lab – they glowed in sunlight! And when he accidentally placed some on a sealed photographic
plate, the film showed black spots on development. He soon realized that the sun had nothing to do with it; the
radiation was there with or without the sun. These rays were called Becquerel Rays and the stage was set for the
newly married Curies to begin their famous work to isolate and describe two elements, polonium and radium both
of which emitted ‘Becquerel rays’.
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Marie decided she wanted to work on substances that emitted these rays as she contemplated her

doctorate and future in science. Pierre was the helper with a brilliant background in physics. (Pierre had discovered
that when you exert pressure on a crystal, it produces electricity, called piezoelectricity and he did important work
on symmetry in crystals).

They began by correctly surmising that since the well-known uranium ore, pitchblende, emitted more
radiation than pure uranium, there must be another, and unknown, element in it, but in very small quantities. When
they began their analyses, they soon realized that there were two unknown elements there, but in very, very small
quantities. The one that was less radioactive they called polonium after Poland and the other radium since it was
incredibly highly radioactive (a word yet to be coined by the Curies). In fact, radium is well over a million times
more radioactive than Uranium. Since they were there in such minute quantities, they could not isolate the elements
without enormous quantities of pitchblende. They began with a ton of waste pitchblende from a uranium mill.
These still highly radioactive tailings had been dumped in a nearby forest so they obtained them for the cost of
shipping. Their years of processing this dangerously radioactive material eventually required more than 12 tons
(!!) of potentially death dealing material. The process of separating the tiny amounts of polonium and radium
required the use of shovels and large cauldrons. Fortunately, there was little heat and no ventilation in the lean to
they used for a lab, so they worked outside mostly — in summer and winter! They worked from 1898 to 1902 to
purify and characterize the two new radioactive elements, radium and polonium. Though the danger was unknown
then, they each received enormous and potentially deadly doses of radiation. But their reward was the Nobel Prize
for Physics for 1903, and to enormous acclaim.

Two daughters were born to the Curies: in 1898, Irene (who shared a Nobel Prize in1935 for discovery
that non-radioactive elements subject to a suitable radiation source can be induced to transmute into other elements)
and in 1904, Eve, a concert pianist (whose husband accepted the Nobel Prize on behalf of UNICEF in 1965). In
spite of their parent’s enormous exposure to radioactivity, they grew up to be normal, though brilliant and highly
accomplished women.

Pierre was very introverted and often lost in his highly complicated thoughts. His lack of awareness was
possibly enhanced by the heavy doses of radiation he had received. Whatever the reason, in April of 1906, while
crossing a street busy with horse-drawn wagons, he absentmindedly walked into a galloping horse drawing a
wagon heavy with tons of uniforms. He grabbed the harness but when the horses reared at speed, he fell, missing
the front wheels but his head, (that brilliant head!) was crushed under a rear wheel leaving an absolutely devastated
family.

Slowly but surely, with help with the children from Pierre’s father, Marie Curie returned to her
laboratory and labored on to win a second Nobel Prize for Chemistry in 1911 for her continued brilliant work on
radium and polonium, producing radium in it’s metallic state. In the same year, this did not stop the French press
from shredding her as a ‘foreigner’, ‘home-wrecker’ and a ‘Jew’ (which she wasn’t) in post-Dreyfuss, colossally
anti-semitic Paris. She had become involved in an affair, which became public after letters were stolen.

In spite of the enormous burdens she bore, she became a hero of World War I, developing a fleet of
portable but primitive X-ray trucks so that the location of shrapnel could be determined before operations at field
hospitals near the front. Marie and her daughter Irene, now in her late teens, heroically trained volunteers and
hospital staff to use the early crude machines, saving many lives. In the process, both Marie and Irene were
exposed to dangerous levels of X-rays, particularly while repairing and adjusting the machines. It has been
suggested that this exposure probably led to Irene’s early death at age 58.

To the end of her life at age 66, Marie Curie continued to direct the work of the Radium Institute in
Paris. A total of four Nobel Prizes, besides the two Marie received, were awarded to researchers at the institute,
including Irene’s. When she died, an enormous hero in science, she was buried with her husband in a Paris
cemetery. Her daughter Eve, fearing bibliographic slander, produced a detailed and widely read biography
published 2 years after Marie Curie’s death. Eve Curie died in 2007 at the venerable age of 102. It is possible that
Marie and Irene sacrificed 30 to 40 years of life to radiation science.

Sources: Eve Curie. 1937, Madame Curie. Garden City. Ivimey. 1964. Marie Curie. Arthur Baker. Quinn. 1995, Marie Curie; a
Life. Simon and Schuster. Internet Sources: Nobel Prize, Marie Curie, Pierre Curie, Irene Curie, Eve Curie, Paul Langevin and
others.
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Canadian Forces 431 Air Demonstration Squadron (Snowbirds) in Blue Skies over Kamloops Gordon Gore Photo

The Visible Spectrum Gordon Gore Photo

The phenomenon involved here is called scattering. When light encounters particles in the atmosphere, these
particles temporarily absorb the light. Then, electrons in the particles (atoms, molecules, small dust particles or water
droplets) vibrate and re-emit the light in all directions. The light is thus scattered.

Atoms in the air absorb light if it is the correct frequency, then re-emit light of that frequency in all directions.
High frequencies (short wavelengths) such as in the ultraviolet and violet are scattered the most easily.1 You cannot see
ultraviolet, and your eyes are not very sensitive to violet. Your eyes are quite sensitive to blue, so the sky appears blue.
(Your eyes are even more sensitive to green and yellow, but the molecules of nitrogen and oxygen in the air do not scatter
these colours nearly as well.)

If the atmosphere contains a lot of dust, the small particles of dust will scatter the lower frequencies (longer
wavelengths) of the spectrum. Under these circumstances, the sky will be less blue and whiter, since your eyes are seeing
all the wavelengths (colours) at once. A truly 'clear' sky tends to be a darker blue. A good heavy rain shower will clear
the air of much of its dust, and the sky may appear bluer after a rainstorm.

Dusty air will appear 'hazy'. Clouds appear white due to scattering of a full range of frequencies by water droplets
of different sizes.

1Violet light has the highest frequency, and red light the lowest. Red light has the longest wavelength, violet the shortest wavelength.

At sunrise and sunset, light from the sun must travel through more air
to reach you. In the process, much of the short wavelength violet,
blue and green light is scattered. Long wavelength red light is
scattered the least. This is why the sky looks orange-red at sunrise
and sunset.

Why is the sky blue? The sun sends us visible light of all
colours (frequencies) from violet to red. The brightest part of
the sun's light is in the yellow-green part of the spectrum. So
why is our sky blue (during daytime, that is!)?
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Kamloops Kiwanis Club

Thank you to Parkcrest Elementary School PAC for a generous donation.

Evolution of the ‘Texting’ Teenager

Ehren Stillman Cartoon

Ehren Stillman Cartoon

Thank you to the Kamloops Kiwanis Club, who
recently donated $1200 to the BIG Little Science
Centre. We really appreciate your generous support!
Members enjoyed an evening with Gord Stewart at
the BIG Little Science Centre.
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Attention: Swimming Pool Owners

Silver bromide owes its effectiveness to the fact that silver ions in low concentrations (15-50 ppb, where ppb means parts
per billion) prevent the growth of microorganisms such as bacteria, algae, yeasts and fungi. We aim for a level of 30 ppb: high
enough to maintain an effective silver concentration for a reasonable time in hot weather conditions, yet low enough that you could
drink the pool water safely. (Silver ion concentrations hundreds of thousands of times higher are required by law to be used on a new-
born child's eyes, with no ill effects.) In spite of the fact that silver ions are ‘bad news’ to bacteria and other nastry little critters, silver
bromide is considered to be nontoxic to humans.

The cost is $7.50 per vial of silver bromide, which includes a plain-English user’s manual. A 16 x 32 foot pool requires 2
vials (total of $15) to last a pool for a 4-month swimming period; an 18 x 36 foot pool requires 3 vials (total of $22.50) and a 20 x 40
foot pool requires 4 vials (total of $30).

You should be aware that the amount of silver bromide in a vial amounts to about a level teaspoon of bright yellow powder,
so don’t expect to get a large box of chemical! People using silver bromide in their pool continue to add a small weekly dose of
unstabilized chlorine (the cheap stuff), but most won’t need to worry about extra chemicals to raise or lower the pH, stabilizers,
algaecides, etc. A 30 pound barrel of unstabilized chlorine should last the owner of a 16 x 32 foot pool for about 2 years.

Letters from Grade 3 Visitors from Juniper Ridge Elementary

These letters from Lorraine Brookes’ class were all addressed to Susan Hammond, Gord Stewart and Gordon Gore.
These are just a few samples from a large number of well-written letters. (Italics added by Editor.)

• “Thank you for telling us about science. I really loved it when you took the rocket and hit Sponge Bob Square
Pants. The disappearing body trick was cool! I had no idea copper cannot stick to a magnet. The bubble maker
was awesome! I love experiments.” Raegan

• “Thank you for showing us around the BIG Little Science Centre. I learned a lot about science, magnets and
electricity. My favourite thing was the screaming box and the balancing birds. I also learned that strong magnets
can hold a lot of things. I had a lot of fun. Grace

• “Thank you for showing us around the BIG Little Science Centre. It was so fun! I liked when you taught us all
about repelling and attracting, and about different kinds of metal. I learned a lot about science and magnetism. I
also saw things that I didn’t last time. It was fantastic!” Rebecca

• “I learned a lot about magnets and magnetic stuff. It was really cool at the BIG Little Science Centre. I really
liked the bubble maker and seeing the rocket run into Sponge Bob. It was really cool. I really enjoyed coming to
the BIG Little Science Centre. It was lots of fun.” Emilie

• “I had so much fun and I learned so much. I liked the rocket ship that went up and down with the water in the
tub. I also liked the world that stayed in thin air. The BIG Little Science Centre is so so so much fun.” Charlotte

• “I learned that North Pole and South Pole pull away from each other. I liked the Glowing Light Bike best. I liked
also Screaming Box and Walking Duck. I really want to come again. Next time, I will bring my family. I want to
show them Water Bottle. Science rules! “ Jodie

• “There’s nothing better than the disappearing body; it was amazing. I learned so many things about magnets. I
didn’t know that copper was not magnetic. Thanks for picking me and our class. I had the best time ever!” Tyson

The BIG Little Science Centre is now selling SILVER
BROMIDE. If you don’t know about silver bromide,
here is a bit of background. Jim Hebden used to make
and sell this swimming pool chemical at Kam High for
over 20 years and had hundreds of satisfied repeat
customers. (The monies were used to fund extra
‘goodies’ for the Kam High science department.)
Customers typically said that their pool water looked
great, they saved a huge amount of time managing their
pools and saved a ton of cash.


